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Eating disorder afflicts women
12 percent of UCF's female students suffer from bulimia

..

by Marisabel Carrejo

•

Jane (not her real name)
sits in front of the television
when she realizes everyone's
gone for the night. She tries to
fight the overwhelming urge to
go to the kitchen, but the urge
is too strong.
She sees there is nothing
"good" to eat, so she gets her
car keys and drives to the most
deserted grocery store she can
find.
With her cart full of junk
food, she heads for the cashier.
"That'll be $29.01," the cashier
said. Not caring that the check

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

will bounce, she pays the cashier and leaves the store.
Once she's home, she tears
open the bag of potato chips,
finishes them, and begins on
the gallon of ice cream.
Jane has not realized that
she's still standing and that
phone is ringing. Jane proceeds to finish the groceries
while beginning to feel guilty.
She then runs to the bathroom,
turns on the running
water,and slides a few fingers
J a n e
down her throat.
has just gotten rid of it all, the
guilt, the loneliness, the depression.
Jane is just one example of
what a bulimic goes through.

At UCF alone, 12 percent of
the female population has this
problem.
Dr. Don W.
Eaker, a clinical psychologist
at UCF says, "this is relatively
low. I think it's due to the
commuter students and the
maturity level of the female
students. The age averages
around 27."
Eaker, who offers a program called "Image Restructuring" for those with eating
disorders said, "I deal with the
underlining psychological
aspects-distorted self image,
low self-esteem and level of
confidence."
SEEDISORDERS PAGE 4

College starts making money ·
by Doris Pfister
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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SUNNY DAYS
It's been mighty rainy at UCF these post few days, but look...
the sun is out!

The College of Extended Studies, which lost
thousands of dollars a year since its inception,
has been turning a profit for the last two years.
According to John B. O'Hara, Dean of the
College of Extended Studies, "That rumor was
true several years ago but not anymore."
President Trevor Colbourn proposed the
establishment of a College of Extended Studies
in 1978 to "coordinate and implement the
university's extension, outreach, and continuing education functions."

The new college was approved by the Board
of Regents in 1979.
The College offers opportunities to learners
who wish to continue-their education. According to O'Hara, most Extended Studies courses
are for non-UCF students and are not for credit.
"Most people take the courses for professional development. The students are adults
with finished degrees," said John B. O'Hara
said, dean of the College of Extended Studies.
"For example, the Management Institute
recently offered a course for CPAs dealing with
the new tax laws so they could stay up-to-date
SEE STUDIES PAGE 5

CEBA II to fix space problem
by Garrett Beauregard
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

The university has grown so quickly that it
has run out of usable space but the administration says it is working hard to fix the problem.
The space problem at UCF is apparent to
every student who finds many closed classes at
registration. It is also apparent in every classroom that is overcrowded.
Dr. Edward Neighbor, assistant vice president for Academic Affairs said: "It is c1ear that
classrooms are operating at 100 percent effi.. ciency and that is a bad situation. A certain
percent utilization is considered optimal and
that is a lot less than 100 percent. I think the
.. crowded classrooms do have an adverse affect
on students."
The faculty and researchers·at UCF are also
adversely affected by the lack of space. Dr.
Robert L.Harman, the director of the Counseling and Testing Center, said he would like to use
psychology graduates students to help relieve
the counseling load but there is not enough
office space to accommodate them.
The Center for Research in Electro-Optics
and Lasers, a new state-funded research group

at UCF has had to rent space elsewhere because there was no research space to house
them.
Neighbor said the university is using a
three-part plan to solve the space problem.
The first part of the plan makes temporary
space available immediately. Using trailers for
both classrooms and research labs are an example of this part of the plan, according to
Neighbor.
UWe're forever converting research labs into
temporary classrooms with the full intention of
converting them back into labs in the near
future," Neighbor said. "We're planning a game
of musical chairs all the time-trying to find
temporary solutions."
The second part of the plan manages the
permanent changes that are already under
way.
Neighbor said the new CEBA II building
currently under construction will provide over
100,000 square feet of classroom and office
space, and that "it will improve the situation
dramatically."
Jerry Osterhaus, director of Facilities Planning said, "not only will the new CEBA II space
SEE PROBLEM PAGE 6
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AID WORKSHOPS
You can get some help filling out forms to apply for financial aid at UCF.
Financial Aid counselors
and peer advisors will be availa:ble to answer your questions
and offer you personal assistance so you can avoid mistakes or oversights which
• could cause needless delays in
processing.
Bring your W-2 forms, tax
returns, statements of VA or
Social Security benefits, etc.
and those of your parents, if
applicable on one of these
dates: Jan. 18, 20, 25 or 27;
Feb.1, 3, 8, 10, 15, 17, 22 or 29;
or March 2, 7, 9, 14, 16.
Remember that you must
reapply every school year and
that the deatlline to be considered for all of the financial aid
programs at UCF is March 15,
1988.

library to the University floor of the Administration
Cashier's Office.
Building and at 10:30 a.m.
The one-time only fines am- Jan. 16 at the Orlando Public
nesty for books returned to the Library. All readings are free
library' is being extended and open to the public.
through Jan. 31 in order that
For more information conan orderly transfer of the func- tact Anna Lillios in the Engtion may occur.
lish Department at 275-2212.
Questions about fine bills
should be directed to the Stu- • SAFE RIDE HOME
dent Accounts Office, (AD 112,
Safe Ride Home cards are
275-2433), Monday thru Fri- still on sale at the Kiosk for $5.
day.
Several students used their
Fine bills may be paid in cards over the Christmas holiperson at the Cashier's Office, days when a safe ride home
by use of the deposit box lo- was needed ...free of charge.
cated by the doors on the re- Remember, your problem need
flecting pool side of the Ad- not be alcohol related. Any
ministration Building, or may time you need a safe ride, we'll
be mailed to the address be there.
shown on the bill.
• MATH STUDENTS
•SPEAKER
We're looking for a few good
Janusz Glowacki, a Polish math students. If you have a
playwright, will be the latest 3.0 GPA with 3.2 in math,.we
speaker in the World Writers want you. Pi Mu Epsilon is the
Series, sponsored by the De- national mathematics honor• LIBRARY FINES
. partment of English.
ary fraternity and you may
On Feb. 1, responsibility for
Glowacki will give readings qualify for membership.
billing and collecting library at noon Jan. 15 in the Board of You must have taken the calfines will be shifted from the Regents Room on the third culus sequence. Please come.

by the math department in the
computer Center II building,
office number 221, for an application.

mum G.P.A of3.0, show financial need by filing the ACT/
CSS forms with the Financial
Aid Office, and be a single
parent with as dependent or
• SCHOLARSHIP I
dependents. The deadline is
The William E. Weisel March 15th and it is available
Scholarship of $1000 is avail- for the 88/89 academic year.
able to full-time students at- Contact Will Shaffner for more
tending a regionally accred-._ info.
ited school in engineering or
technology.
• SCHOLARSHIP Ill
Students must be seeking a
MTM Association for Stancareer in robotics/automated dards and Research Scholarsystems and have completed a ship/Fellowship is offering 3
minimum of 30 hours in manu- · students $1000and1 student
facturing/robotics/automated $2000 attending a regionally
systems curriculum. Appli- accredited school in engineercants must also possess a ing or technology. They must
minimum G.P.A of2.75 (4.0). demonstrate specific interest
Applications are available in work measure, productivity
at the Financial Aid Office improvement, and quality of
with a March 1st deadline. working life. Must also have a
Con tact Will Shaffner for more minimum G.P.A. of 3.2 (4.0
info.
scale), exemplary character
and leadership capability and
• SCHOLARSHIP II
have demonstrated their poThe UCF Womens Club tential for future leadership in
Scholarship of $1000 is avail- the profession. See Will Shaffable to full-time undergradu- ner in the Financial Aid Office
ate students who have a mini- for more info.

YOU'RE CRUISING FOR A BRUISING
IFYOU DRIVE WHILE BOOZING
Although 16-24 year olds comprise only 20 percent of the licensed drivers
in this country. and account for less than 20 percent of the total vehicle
miles traveled, they are involved In 42% of all fatal alcohol-related crashes.
Please · don' t drink and drive, never ride with an alcohol or drug
- - Impaired driver, and always buckle up your safety belt. Help
make this a GREAT SA.FE HOLIDAY BREAJ<I
This~ Is~ by the~ c
don lot,A.uto SafC't)' Now. rnc..
inr SUtr ~ '>' s~ °'~ the Florida commumy c~ s~. ltle umpusAlcohol ¥1<1
Orug ~tlon Project. and BACCHUS c:NJiters in Ronda

Activities and Service Fee Packets
Any student, club or organization wishing
to propose an event to be sponsored by
Activity and Service Fee Funds is invited
to submit a budget request.

Deadline to turn in
Budget
Requests
•
IS

Monday, January 25 at 5:00 P.M.

".
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DISORDERS
FROM PAGE 1
Virtually, becoming a bulimic is a low process during
the development stage, where
a woman learns to dislike her"There are few girls
self.
who sit down and say, I'm
going to be a bulimic," Eaker
said.
Once in Eaker's office, he
tells the women to picture
themselves binging or purging. He then asks them how
old they are. Women ages 1 7 to
30 usually pick an age of 8 to
14. Eaker said, "that's how old
they feel when they're binging
and purging. That's how they
cope."
People feel that dealing
with bulimia is dealing with
eating habits. According to
Eaker, bulimia is a destructive expression caused by
hatred and the inability to
cope with anger and rejection.
Some characteristics of bu-

FILM
FROM PAGE l

Disney studios will have a
clone ofits animation studio in
California here in Orlando.
UCF is consulting with Disney
in order to offer an animation
major.
Hoglin says that the animation and writing courses will
make UCF's film program distinct from any other university
in Florida and comparable to
any in the world.
Dr. J.W. Welke, the chair-

limia are: compulsive, obsessive behavior, addictive personality and dependent personality.
Another problem is that our
society has an obsession with
thinness. One business major
said, "The thinner I feel the
more acceptable I feel. When I
binge I have control."
A different type ofbulimia is
the "me-too bulimic." Th e s e
women are usually copying the
others as a method of dieting.
Karen, a sophomore said, "I
think I would kill myself if I
ever got fat. I don't think I
could handle it."
The ultimate goal of a
woman suffering from bulimia
is perfection.
Eaker says, "some of the
main issues with bulimics are:
image, control, trust, and
commitment."
If you or someone you know
are suffering from this illness,
contact Eaker at 275-2811 or
886-5969.
man of the Communication
Department at UCF, says the
film industry has expressed an
interest in helping UCF reduce the initial cost of the program. Welke also says that the
studios will develop internships that will almost guarantee employment opportunities
for UCF film graduates.
Dr. Hoglin is very optimistic
about the approval of the plan
by the Board of Regents. "It is
so logical to have a full university film program in an area
that is becoming 'Hollywood of
the East,' that we think it has
a good chance of approval."

.

.
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Do you want to be part ·o f the action?

GO GREEK!

Visit the Rush Tables
on the Green this week!
REMEMBER ...

PAC 11 funded thtouah tho Activit.iM & Sel'Yice1 Feea, a1 allocaLed by lh1 Student Government oCThe Univel'lity of Central Florida.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

AND
YOU'RE
INVITED!
• ATO''s "Outrageous" Party in the University Dining Room
Thurs. Jan.· 14th
• ATO's "Night In The Islands" Party at the ATO House
Fri. Jan. 15th
• ATO's "Casino Night" Party at the ATO House 8PM-1AM
Sat. Jan. 16th
• ATO's "Outdoor" Party - Canoes - Big Screen T.V. - PlayOff Games 12 Noon-1 PM Sun. Jan. 17th
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STUDIES
FROM PAGE 1

with the changes."
The College of Extended Studies is self-supporting and separate from the Management
Institute which is controlled by the College of
·
Business.
O'Hara, who has served the college since
November of 1979, explained that 1979-1984
were "the grim years" for Extended Studies.
"However, in '84 we turned the corner and
showed some profit," he said.
According to the monthly summary for the
college, the gross income generated by national
and international conferences held during '8485 was $913,170. Expenses for the year were

~iiiiiiiiiiii~~~~~~~iifJ$~~5M;fuus~~~atoWn~inoo~e~
11
$24,587 with the college alone netting $37 ,571
and the Management Institute losing $12,984.
The annual report for the office of Academic
Affairs provided by Frank E. Juge, associate
vice president, states, "It is encouraging to note
that the College of Extended Studies, which for
the last several years had operated at a deficit,
showed a net income over the academic year of
$24,587 in the black, which actually represents
a net of $37,571 for the College of Extended
Studies with the Management Institute still
showing a loss of $12,984."
The profit trend continued during the '85-86
year with an net income of $115,132.
In a report to Provost Richard Astro, O'Hara
explained the financial aspects of the College of
Extended Studies.
"Beginningin 1979/80 and until 1984/85, the
College and the Management Institute experienced significant revenue losses. These losses
occurred because of insufficient program activity and over staffing."
"However, in 1984/85 the CoJlege netted
$37,571 with an accumulated debt of $106,481.
The same year the Management Institute loss
of $12,984 brought its total losses to $77,779.
Overall the College, including the Management
Institute, finished 1985/86 with $1,095,172
gross income, $937,873 expenses, for a net income $157,299. The $115,132 for Fiscal Year
85/86 and an overall fund balance of $17,034

The 1987-88 UCF

Student
Faculty
Staff
DIRECTORY!

· ~

completely wiping out our deficit." '
0'Hara attributed three things to the banner
year.
First, income for 85/86 was up $182,002 over
84/85 while expenses were up only $49,290.
Secondly, the real estate program jointly
sponsor.ed by Valencia Community College and
UCF experienced very large gains in both gross
and net income. There was an 83 percent
growth in gross and a 500 percent growth in net
income.
Finally, the $50,000 Institute of Government
grant headed by Jennie Loudermilk, Associate
Dean of Extended Studies, allowed the College
to partially cover some otherwise "soft money"
positions.
The College did not fare so well during the
'86-87 year showing a loss of 12,411.40.
O'Hara explained the reasons for the loss to
John R. Bolte, Vice President for Finance and
Administration. In a memorandum O'Hara
stated, "The loss of $12,411.40 in '86-87 occurred for three clear and definite reasons."
The first reason O'Hara mentioned was the
move of the Real Estate Institute to the North
Center. "Because of the uncertainty of the timing of the move, very little programming was
done during the months of October and N ovem:ber, 1986. The Real Estate Institute in '86-87
averaged $38,898 income per month based on a
gross income of $466, 784. Estimated income
loss during the move is $50,000," said O'Hara
The second reason for the loss was because
the College carried the front-end planning,
developmental and marketing costs of the
English as a Second Language program. The
estimated cost was $4,500; however, E.S.L. is
now operational and income producing,
The third reason was because of the planning, developmental and marketing cost of the
Master's Degree in Engineering Administration which the College also carried. The estimated cost was $8,500 and will be income producing during the spring semester.
Although O'Hara has not received the
monthly summary for '87-88, he feels good
about this year. "E.S.L. is in its second semester
and we enrolled 20 students in fall, 28 students
in spring, and we anticipate approximately 35
for the summer term."

'
- - _______ .P ick up your
copy at the

Student

Government

Kiosk

TODAY!

STUDENTS
SERVING
STUDENTS
Student Government is funded through the Activities & Services Fees, as allocat.ed by the Student Government of The University of Central Florida.
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PROBLEM
FROM PAGE l ·
help the situation but the space vacated by the
business department in Phillips Hall will contribute too. "Phillips Hall will be remodeled
immediately as soon as the business school
moves out to increase office and classroom
space," he said.
The third part of the plan is the "master
planning" of the university requirements now
and in the future.
"There are several projects on the drawing
board right now. Beyond CEBA II there are
CEBA III and OEBA IV which will be research

and classroom buildings," Neighbor said.
Osterhaus also commented that there are
plans for a new fine-arts building, a new student union, a new police and security building,
and a field house and track.
Money is a crucial requirement for the university development, and Neighbor said the
legislature l).as been very supportive.
Neighbor said the legislature makes the
decision of how much to give to each university
in the state system. "We can always quarrel
with some of those decisions, but I think we're
fairly treated," he said.
Osterhaus said that the university has either planning money or construction funds for
all the buildings mentioned earlier.

Buckle Up
Florida, It's ·rhe Law!

~HERWOOD
A Career in the Stockmarket. Learn how you

EXECUTIVE
SUPPORT
CENTERS INC.

CAPITAL

Suite 350, 9250 Baymeadows Rd.

can enter the exciting and lucrative world of the

professional stockbroker. Due to expansion,
we are seeking creative, intelligent individuals
with an interest in the financial services industry. If you have sales ability, and are seeking an
environment that will allow you to grow, send
your resume to:

Jacksonville, FL 32216

or call Mr. PAUL KOTOS,
Branch Manager

telephone# 1-800-331-8217 or
1-904-739-3434
Member NASD and SIPC

Oetoaeh'sj

Store Hours:
M-F:9:00-7:00

Sat.:9-6
Sun.: 11 :00-5:00

MEAT MART - UNION PARK
LET US HELP YOU WITH
YOUR PARTY NEEDS!

Deli Items •Meats • Produce • Seafoods

275-9692 •

•

TOWER PLACE SHOPPING CENTER

1.5 Ml. west of Alafa a Tr. 10376 E. Colonlal Dr. Orlando FL 32817

al:!.

Spring Break '88

BAHAMA BOUND
BDAYS/ 7NIGHTS
s2gg_oo
~

Price includes:
•ROUND TRIP AIRIBOATFARE FROM MIAMI
OR FT. LAUDERDALE
• ROUND TRIP TRANSFERS TO YOUR HOTEL
e BEACH OR NEAR BEACH ACCOMMODATIONS
•ALL TAXES, TIPS & GRATUITIES/LODGING
e COMPLIMENTARY DRINKS & DISCOUNTS AT
BAHAMAS FINEST RESTAURANTS
.e FREE 100%COTION T·SHIRTS
• FREE COCKTAIL PARTIES NIGHTLY
e FREE ADMISSION INTO EXCITING NIGHTCLUBS
•FREE ADMISSION INTO GREAT LOCAL SHOWS
• FREE SCUBA AND SNORKLING LESSONS
• 40% OFF ON DIVES (INCLUDES EQUIPMENT)
• AND MUCH, MUCH MORE.....

Fly to nassau

1

/-.~r-

· Cruise to Freeport

I CALL TOLL

.

~
~
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-
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FREE1·800 ~ 6. BAHAMA

Enhance your educational
experience. ·Invite a probe
speaker to your class today.
Create an opportunity for Christian speakers to talk ·on subjects
relating to your field of study.

•

.

THE.FITNESs ewe THAT ·MAKES THE

•
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Complimentary -,
1
2 Weeks
I For You &A Friend

I
I
I
I
I

I

(Guest

0

,,,,

·...

'

0THERs·oasoLETE! .'

ONLY$ . AYEAR!.
Paid-In-Full -

Limited Membership -

18 Yrs or Older

Only IH.E. Has The Membership That Includes:

Name~

• POWERCISE (The World's First
Talking Exercise Equipment

(Validated by)

plus
(Date)

• Multi-Level Aerobics Classes

(Exp.. Date)
Pm must be wltll you each Ume you villl
Pm tin only be used 11 lhe club
where valldltlld
Pm musl be U$ld wtt!lln 30 dlVI
(No CISlt Vllua)

1

L
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=-~CLU•S

• Racquetball
• Free Weights
• Steam Whirlpool, Sauna
• Lifecyctes
• Swimming Pool
• Nursery .

• $30 Processing Fee
Amenities Vary by Club
Offer Expires J8!J. 31, 1988

Brought to you by ALPHA PHI OMEGA SERVICE FRATERNITY and STUDENT GOVERNMENT!

The Bookstore buys used books at 50o/o of their new price and sells them back to
students at . 75% of their new price. Not a very fair deal, wouldn't you say?

At The Book Exchange, you can sell a used book for 62.5%
of its new price, thereby making more money than the Bookstore will give you. Because we don't tack on any profit, the
books that we sell are cheaper than the Bookstore's.
You can find the Book Exchange in the

Student Organizational Lounge.
Ho'1rs are 10 AM to 5 PM
from Jan. 6-8, & 11-15.
Student Government is funded through the Activities & Services Fees, as allocated by the Student Government of The University .o f Central Florida.
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0 ptn10ll•1•lle111mrtt11•1111:i11m11111.aw111:r•:B1rdlllllTough-guy practice
works; let principal
do what he does·best

The recent furor over a principal's actions in a
Paterson, New Jersey high school has opened a debate over how children living in blighted areas of the
United States should be educated. The incident has
also opened the eyes of others across the nation to _a
thought: Maybe America still has its heroes after all.
Principal Joe Clark has been known to patrol the
halls of East Side High School with a bull horn and a
baseball bat. At times, his school has resembled a sort
of prison. He is known by many as the "Dirty Harry"
of the high school set.
Yet Clark's discipline tactics have brought results.
In a tough neighborhood where drugs and crime rule
the streets, Clark's methods have brought stability
and education to a school system that desperately
needed it. Eighty-nine percent of the ninth grade
students passed the reading part of the SAT test in
1985. In 1982, the dawning of the Clark era, only 57
percent made the grade.
Add that in with the fact that bathrooms are no
longer filled with graffiti and marijuana smoke, and
one can see that Clark has been successful. Even the
Reagan administration has praised Clark, offering
him a position in Washington as an education advisor
of some type.
Yet not everyone has been so enamored with
Clark's methods that they want to erect statues in his
honor. The school board and the American Civil
Liberties Union aren't pleased with the fact that
Clark expelled 60 students because they were behind
in earning their credits and were staying in school
despite having very little interest in graduating.
Clark also had to take on the county when he violated
safety regulations by chaining shut school doors in
order to keep drug dealers out.
As a result of these incidents, Clark may lose his
job at the school, and chances are even better that if
he doesn't find himself unemployed, he'll leave at the
end of the school year anyway and join the Reagan
cabinet.
And that's too bad for East Side High School.
Here is a man that has made education of lowincome students his life. He makes sure he is close to
the students at his school, mingling with them in the
halls. Each morning, he introduces a new word during announcements and proceeds to use it so that the
students can improve their vocabulary.
Although sometimes unpopular with adults, he is
viewed with admiration by most of his students. His
job is to oversee the education of the students at his
school, and that's what he has done. He continues
with his strict philosophy, saying: "You're dealing
with a tough, loving bunch of inner-city kids. If it
takes despotic behavior, 111 be a despot. At times,
that's what it takes."
The despot has been a savior to many of the
students at the beleaguered high school. Soon, he'll
depart, and East Side High School's loss will be the
nation's gain.
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And they didn't even try the lottery
Uncle Dowrong Shagnasty cuts timber for a wildcat lumber company in Vermont. He and Aunt Ethel
tap maple syrup and cook a little shine on the side.
They ditched the kids with one of my renegade
cousins and dropped in for a visit in December. They
stayed one day and two nights. The second morning
we woke up and found this letter:
"Dear Butch n Janean:
"This Floridy is to much fer men your ant. We done
hitaled it back to the woods where peepul are nise.
"When we went down to Disney yestermornin we
gotcawtupinyorei-4trafickferboutahour. Woulda
ben mor but we easd over on the showder n zippyed
the cars that jes wanted to stan stil. Some of them
honkd ther horns n wavd at us with 1 finger, soi
stoppd n smild back. We11sir, they corn out of ther
carsncomtousashoutinnaswearinsomethinawful,
so we jes kep goin.
"When we get to Disney, they want a full 3 days
pay apeece to go in ther. We payd it cause we only get
her once in abluemoon, n Ethel, she wants to see that
sno whyte n herd werfs. Well sir, we had to stan in line
fer bout an hour the 1st 2 shows fore i foun the
undergroun sidewalk. Then we didnt have to wate no
mor. we was havin a good time til the polece man
stoppd us n wantd to see our pass. i showd him our
tickets but he don arestd us fer trespassin n they tost
us out ofther that afternoon.
"Butch, ifn they dont want nobody usin those
tunnuls, they shouldnt hav the ex-it syn.es leadin to
them, shud they?
"Wellsir, we thot wed get off jes past orlando for a
cok-cola, so we went in this cute lookin lytle place
called the booby hatch. They charged us sum money
by the dore but it lookd lak a nice place so we payed
it n went inside. Butch, theys a whole bunch of
nekked good-look.in gals walkin around in there!
Ethel, she took me by the pants n neck n she hauld me

outta ther faster than uncle debs cud skin a mule
deer.
"Ethel, she say go back to the hous but i want to go
to Daytona, so we drov down to the beach n parkd by
this boardwalk. Ethel got hankerin for the arcade
bowl-a-game there, soi giv her 3 dollars n walked
o~tside. I was awalkin down aways n this here fella
curnuptomeandsay-youwannahaveagudtime?
"I say: sure i do. doesn't everybuddy?
"Well, he say. I can give it to you. I am gay.
"Im pretty happy myself, I say, but im most al ways
that way.
"No, he say, n he stop srnilin. not happy. i am gay.
"I tole him i think hes plum silly n must be on sum
kynd of drugs n i walk a way. Well sir, i was no farther
than spittin distans from hirnn when this good lookin
yung gal cum up with a teeny weeny suit on n says:
hi, pops. you wanna party?
"I say: Sure i do, but do you mynd ifi get my wife?
"This girl, she stamp hard on my foot n yell at me.
she say: i dont need no smart talk, pops, n she calld
me names that jimmy-joe macallister aint never
heard.
"Wellsir, we got bak to the housjest as you did, n
we didnt say nothin. Butch, ethel n i aint ones to
botherpeepulcausetheyliveinanutsyplace. Wejust
deecidd to scat n put you both in our nitely prayrs.
"Much luv-yore kin, dowrongn ethel shagnasty.
At the bottom, scribbled hastily, was this note:
"Butch, ifn i can get shook of ethel, id lak to cum back
down n stay awhil in that booby hatch."
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•REAGAN SHOULD WAKE UP

Editor in Chief

•

Editor:
When will the president wake
up to reality? He continues to
purchase another unneeded nuclear weapon system of mass destruction, the B-1 bomber, at a
final cost of more than $280 million per plane. Meanwhile, across
the nation and the world people
are dying in a ravaging AIDS epidemic.
Surely, by canceling the B-1,
SDS and other unneeded nuclear
weapon systems enough money
would be freed to find cures for
AIDS, most cancers and probably
feed and shelter the homeless and

still go a long way toward balancing the budget. The FDA must
wake up to reality also. While
people die of AIDS here in America, other AIDS sufferers are being
~aved with AIDS drugs which the
FDA stubbornly delays testing
and approval of, not to mention
making it illegal to manufacture,
proscribe and possess them. The
FDA must wake up and cease its
anti-humane AIDS policy immediately.
The Supreme Court must wake
up to reality also and recognize
that the true marriage bond is the
strong love and mutual sharing
bdnd and not a piece of paper. It
must recognize this and the need

to grant nothing less than full
h uman, civil and economic rights
and privileges regardless of sexual preferences in such relationships.
I urge everyone to wake up the
president, Supreme Court, FDA
and Congress by sending them
copies of this letter as part of a
chain letter to everyone's friends
and relatives so that they may do
the same. Let's all do our part and
make a donation to a AIDS charity also.
Leonard De Fazio; Jr.
Mall letters to:
The Central Rorfda Future.
Box 25000
Orlando. Fla. 32816

•
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·Questions? Comments?
Students Understanding Drinking Sensibly
Join BACCHUS - Wednesdays at 6:00 PM
Health Res·o urce Center
CALL 281-2841

11111111111
Sigma Phi Epsilon
All Rushees glfy's and girls, don't mis the
1950's Party at st. Joes. Fri's Luau at UDR
and Sat's Casino night at Quality Inn. This
is one rush no one should miss. Sig Ep # l .
Tau Kappa Epsilon
WELCOME BACK Tekes and Greeks!
Remember Rush portles Thu~ & Fri at 7:00
at Heather Glenn Clubhouse. Saturdays
porty will be at the &:.A 8:00. Intramural
Slgnup at table!

Delta Gamma
Get psyched! Initiation Is Saturday morning! Pledges. we love you all. Let's work for
great grades this semester. Tonlght is
practice. Everyone has to be there at 7 :30.
Hey, we're DG to the bone!

l•lllll l
Student Personnel Association
Happy New Year and welcome back!
You are cordlalty Invited to our meeting
this Thursday. 4 p.m .. PH 228. OFFICERS:
Tuesday, 3 p.m .• Library.
Want to get In shape. meet new people,
and learn self defense? UCF Moo Duk
Kwan Club (Korean Karate) now forming
beginning classes. MWF nlghts-MPR. Call
648- 181>6/leove message.
UCF Role Playing Club
We have returned. Our meetings/ActMty
Sessions are at 6 p .m. In Phillips Hall. Nominations and Elections will be held This Friday and next Friday.
UCF Judo Club now forming beginning
classes M-W nights 7:00 -8:30 MPR. 3 lnternatlonally ranked coaches. Call Louis 3317415 for more info.

Nonsmoker responsible for new 2story. 3
bdrm house near UCF/Martin. inclu library,
music studio. balcony. workshop. Indoor
swim/jacuzzi in plans. 200/mo + l 00 deposit l/2 utll. Coll 273-5058 before 1 p.m.

4 ft. cubic Refrig l semester old. Call 2827358. 5100.00/obo.

TERM PAPERS - Typed. spell checked.
LASER printing. $2/page. 658-1163.

Condo for sale. Winter Pork huge l bdrm owner financed. $32.500. 671-0615.

Fast & efficient preparation of term papers; charts; graphs etc pick-up & delivery
If required call Donna 380-1810.

Female rmmt. Wanted to share 2 bd/2 ba
apt. Rent: 5250/mo. + l /2 utll. Call 6796580 or 682-5476.

Condo for sale Wlmbledon Pork 2 bedroom 2 bath screened porch neJW carpet
located at Semoran Blvd. between Curry
Ford and Pershing Ave. $37.700 call 2914100.

Roommate to share 3 bdr 2 bath
townhouse with male and female 177 mo
+ l/3 utt. Immediate occuponcy. Call
Barry or Michelle at 273-6231.

lllil t•lltll
BEAUTIFUL 2 bedroom. 2 bath duplex wall
to wall carpet. drapes. washer dryer.
$430/mo call 293-1908.

BIKE-Raleigh Super Grand Prix blue racer
exc cond 10 spd $100 firm. Bron 678-1886
evenings
AUDI FOX 75. gd cond. a/c, Alpine, lots
new. over $4000 Invested, must sell my
baby S1200 offer! 657-5099.
l 985 Chevrolet Spectrum excellent condition low mileage call 658-6386.
1980 Pontiac Phoenix good condition
asking 2200 call Debbie at 658-6386.

Sherwood Forest 2 bedroom 2 bath
washer/dryer fans etc. 475/mo. Call Fred
295-0717 /645-3339

Couch 2 lomps mattress/boxsprlng table 2
choirs 150 for all 658-6386.

Available, beauttful l bd-1 bth & 2 bd-2
bth apartments at Forest Highlands Apts.
Call 282-5657 for information.

HP-4 l poks: thermal $20, xfunctlons or IL
(interface) 535. Also Jensen 5 1/2 Coax
Two 520 polr. Call 657-5099.

RENT SPECIAL 2 bedroom 2 bath across
from UCF. washer/dryer. no bugs full
kitchen & carpet. 550 lst mo rent. then
5425. l2183DesCartesCt. Call28l-l777or
644-9911.

Computer with Wordprocessor, BASIC.
Fortran. spreadsheet. some games and
more 5375. Printer 5150.Fow1er l-784-6222.

1-Month Free 3 bdrm/ 2 bath luxury villa, 1/
2 mile to UCF 575/mo (5144 per person).
Dishwasher. microwave washer/dryer,
verticals. burglar alarm. 658-4310or 1-2678728 CoU.
For rent near UCF 3 bdrms 2 baths In Sussex
Place 5540 per month plus 250 deposit coll
Mike 260-8618.
Spocious 2/2. with all appftances including washer/dryer. close to UCF and
Westinghouse $425 First month & securtty
coll 658-6386.

ABORTION SERVICES. birth control Information. pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening, low cost, confidential seNlces and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health care.
Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue. Orlando
RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Available;
Catalog $2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho.
#206XT. Los Angeles 90025. ToU free (800)
351-0222. Ext. 33. VISA/MC or COD.

Recreational Factory Warehouse spring.
Summer employment Full and port-time.
No experience. Very flexible hr. Unbelievable payl Call Mr. Nutt for Details. 2911600.

Greotaportmentfor female, non-smoker.
serious student. 5185 mo. close to Univ.
immediate occuponcy cal Cecle 2814251 after 6:00 p .m.

Mobile hm for sale. 1980 2bdrm 1bth just 4
miles from UCF furnished washer dryer.
Roman ttb, Beautiful, only 514.900 , ONner
wil finance. why pay rent? Col 281-4446
or l-V6-5566

•

Found: Ladles Seiko Quarlz watch. Must
Identify to recover. Contact Dectv. Meeks
at UCF Police Dept. x-2425.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Welcome back Knights! A. Able Typing Is
introducing a frequent service program.
Save 20% by letting w do al your typing .
Join now and save. Call about details.
Quick professional service. UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisions. Same day
and weekend services. Visa & Master
Card. Over l6.700satisfledstudentsond 4
grouches - 671-3002.

From Sat. Bch (Melb .• Cocoa and Bch) MF hours flexible 773-7227 Patty.

•

Car pool from Daytona Beach to UCF ask
for Sharon (904) 257-6900 keep trying up till
11 p .m.

Alltypesofstudentdocuments.Sameday
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing
Fast• Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Resumes and COiier letters
Designed I Revised /Typed- 657.0079
Professional Word Processing

*

*

FREE TUTORING ror CLAST, MATH. ENGU5H,
& much more. Call Student Academic
Resource Center28 l-5 l 30 or stop by PC l102.
Day and Evening hours available

Student Discount
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCEllENCE

WAITRESS WANTED Oviedo/UCF Area flexible hours call ofter 6 p .m. 365-2435.
Waitress wanted: some lunches & evenings. Mwt be dependable call Beth J.R.
Jakes 677-4169.

PROMPT TYPING - 25 years experience.
Theses. manuscripts. popers. etc. Experience in moth equations. 50¢ per page
double space. Vicinity East Colonial and
Alatayo Trall.Coll 658-2067.

White Blue-eyed fem cat lost near Forest
Highlands - Reword 277-7{JJ7.

PROFESSIONAL lYPING
•One m ile from UCF Campus•
Available : 10 salaried summer Internships
at timeshare resorts nationwide. Sponsored by International Foundation for
Time-Shoring. HRI and TTM students only
Contact Angelos Vlahakis at MSU Student
Placement for details. (202) 371-6700.

TYPINGlll I will do your term popers and
any other typing that you might need.
277-7210 Dianoh.

7A0-<1l27
Winter Perie - lmned. oft 1-4

AESUMEs/TYPESEITING
Professional Lasertypesettlng, many
types of documents. Fast turnaround.
Kinko's Coples Across from UCF
Open 7 cloys a week 658-9518.
Resumes-Designed & spell checked on
LASER printer. 510. Call 658-1163.

Roommate. Titusville. Female MBA student to share 2br. 2 bath twnhse. Phone
Lucy 268-7002 (wk).

GOVERNflltENT HOMES from Sl (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call l-805-087-6CXXJ Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.

Wanted: Marketing Major for part-time
marketing position. Must hove transportation. 87 6-3542.

Top.Quality word processing: experienced, edittng. reliable. 366-0538.

Share home-mstr bedroom/bath/waterbed. Randy (327-2737) Bil 074-0113).

IBM Typewriters for sale. 550 and up. Coll
after 6 p .m. 260-2164.

Dental Assistant/Receptionist Port/Fulltime experienced. Goldenrod. 677-888 8.

TYPING. Fast. special discount. New location. Call Berny 629-0545.

Dear Use.
I apologize for clowning around with
something that Is true.
Love.
From someone who i kes your voice
Scott

Dear Mary,
I don't like you that much either. Have an
Interesting semester.
John

Attention Greeks and Clubs!
Check out the discounts available for the classified section. For more info.,
check your mailboxes or have your club president contact
Mike at The Central Florida Future. 275-2601.

Read the
Classifieds
in the
Nude!
For information on
how to place a
classified ad, call
Mike at The Central Florida Future.
275-2601

Term Paper Due Tomorrow?
Let Us Type It For You!
..
January

26
Executive
Services

~
[1iJ
...

.

•
TERM PAPER

DUE

....

1/28

We offer word processing, a laser printer,
computer graphics, a scanner and Desktop
Publishing. We also have a copy machine
with color (red and blue) capabilities.

249-1263
Special Discount
Rates for Students
Located in the Holiday Inn, behind UC6 Theatres

····---------------··
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SPACE COAST
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SURVIVAL GAMES =
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An Outdoor Aaventure
= The ULTIMATE Fraternity Challenge
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i i i • - ·;
I Brevard
I (305) 639-2024

Orange/Seminole 1
(305) 422-3363 1
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The entertainment and feature supplement of $te Central Florida Future

by Marla Tritt

1987 was certainly a year full of surprises. A
self-proclaimed heavy metal band (well. borderline
heavy metal, anyway) walked away with the number one album in the nation. Bon Jovi's Slippery
When Wet, in fact, went quint-platinum selling
more than any other band in history.
Following the wake of Jon and company's success were heavy metalers Cinderella, Whitesnake.
Poison, and Telsa,just to name a few. And 1988
looks even stronger for these g1am rockers. LA. 's
newest hot foursome. pretty boy posers, Guns-NRoses, hope to start off 1988 with a bang as talk of
an opening slot for a major concert continues.
Speaking of posers. can it be that Julian Lennon
has temporarily abandoned his pre-established
music career for- you '11 never guess, - a modeling
career? Lennon has signed with and can be seen
adorning the walls of a large retail men's clothing
store as their latest poster boy. Considering
Lennon's last unsuccessful tour effort, however,
this just might be the career move he was looking
for. That is, of course, however unlikely, the
Beatles decide to join forces for one last gig.
Stranger things have been known to happen.
though. Starting off 198 7, Bruce Willis debuted on
stage with the most bizarre menagerie imaginable.
Joining Bruno's first appearance were veteran
rockers Dweezil Zappa, Charlie Sexton. Michael
Des Barres. ex-Duran man Andy Taylor, ex-Sex
Pistol Steve Jones, and the Crue's Tommy Lt:;e.
What variety. to say the least.
Now that Bruce Springsteen has mellowed (ei- \ \
ther due to age or marriage, both take their toll) his \,.J
joining forces with colleagues Huey Lewis and Bob
Geldof does not seem quite so unusual.
Since the Stones' lack of activity, no one knows
where guitarist Kieth Richards is with the excep-
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Inside is good for

Fo~eigner

~·

4 fans

Calendar

by Steve J. Pustelnyk
•ENZIAN
From Jan. 10-16, the Enzian
Theatre will be showing a live
concert film featuring the new
music group , The Cure. The film
ts titled The Cure 1n Orange.
There are special showings at 11
p.m. on Friday and Saturday and
regular shows start at 7: 15 p.m.
and 9: 15 p.rn. The Enzian is located at 1300 South Orlando
Ave. 1n Maitland. For more information call 644-4662.

Foreigner : Inside Iriformation
Produced by : Mike Jones

This winter has been a
dismal one for the release of
new albums. Last fall, all
the major artists released
' albums and by November,
there was nothing for the
record companies to do but
take in the profit.
The only mentionable
releases scheduled for the
Spring include Hall &
Oates, Don Henley, and a
new one from Rick Springfield.
One, on the other hand
(an early December release
that is already eating up the
charts ), is among those few
new releases. In fact,
Foreiner's ·
I n s t d e
Information was the only
major release in December.
This albun can definitely
be described as a major release.
- Fans who were disappointed with the bands' last
effort, Agent Provocateur
will no doubt love Inside Information..
_
This album is a return to
the Foreigner music that
sold so well on Foreigner 4,
the group's most popular
album to date.
By no means does Inside
Information eclipse Foreigner 4, but it does stand
up well against such monumental work.

• MARTAIN LUTIIER KING
There will be a celebration commemorating the life of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. on Jan. 18. The
ceremony will take place at the
Catholtc Cathedral of Saint
James located in downtown
Orlando. The event will begin at
6:45 p.m. and will also feature
music by the Concert Chorale of
Bethune-Cookman College. For
more information call (305) 425·
6587.

•COSMIC CONCERTS

The lead-off single from lad, "I Wanna Know What done to the girl he loves.
After doing everything she
Inside Information is ..Say You Love Is" and wanted to reWill ... This song is a perfect lease an up tempo song first. could for the guy, he goes too
"Heart Tums to Stone .. is far: "And now it's over and
example of middle of the line
Foreigner music. There are getting heavy play on AOR her heart turns stone/ No
songs on the album with a and is a little rougher cut time for pity when her heart
tougher edge and there are than the first single. turns to stone/ She cries a
However ... Heart Turns to little as her heart turns to
ballads.
"Say You Will" is a perfect Stone" is also a better song. stone/ She's that kind of
This song ts an interesting woman/ She11 do fine on her
release for the first single.
Foreigner is trying to fight the message to a guy about what
SEE REVIEW PAGE 4
stigma of their mega hit bal- he is feeling, and what he has

Shakespeare course part of new trend
A number of UCF students will be
getting a taste of the growing movement
toward interdisciplinary studies this
semester with the beginning of a new
class. The Orlando Shakespeare Festival course is an innovative collaborative
effort by UCF's English, Art, and Music
Departments.
The course. taught by Dr. Stuart E.
Omans, former chair of the English
Department and currently director of
UCF's new Project for the Humanities
and Fine Arts, will provide students
with actual experience in developing
interdisciplinary projects.
"One of the mo~t difficult problems
for me to overcome here at UCF." says
student Nancy Pack, "was a problem I
call major-lock. That's when a student
gets so focused on his current area of
study that the applications from other
disciplines are neglected. I had a crisis
with major-block in studying
Shakespeare last fall. I found myself

becoming disillusioned with a straight different approaches, thus avoiding
literary approach to his work, but "major-lock". Students will design brocouldn't break away from my English chures, act as local liaisons for vising
major approach. It was only after I expe- artists, and gain practical expeiience
rienced some interdisciplinary work- in Arts Management. Projects that the
approaching Shakespeare from theatri- class will be working on will be used by
cal, musical, and artistic viewpoints- UCF's new Project for the Humanities
that I was able to understand the value and Fine Arts in the development ofThe
of Shakespeare as a humanist. Seeing Orlando Shakespeare Festival.
the different applications of ideas inThe first event the students will help
creased my ability to understand the bring to Orlando is a presentation of
matertal I was studying. I can't read Renaissance music and Dance featurShakespeare's The Tempest now with- ing Steven Rosenberg, the Charleston
out crying. Having seen it with through ProMusica and Ingrid Brainard of The
the eyes of artists. musicians, and ac- Cambiidge Court Dancers. These nators as well as academicians is like the tionally and internationally lmown
difference between black/white and performers will appear as part of the
color television. I've been able to apply Project for the Humanities and Fine
interdisciplinary modes of study to my Arts' series of events entitled "Windows
other classes too ...
into the World of the Renaissance ArtPack sees the OSF course as an excit- ist". Watch The Future for details, or
ing way for UCF students to work with call the Project for the Humanities and
students outside their own disciplines. Fine Arts at 425-BARD for more inforexperiencing the humanities through mation.

Annual reports important part of business
by Diana Della Costa

Sooner or later, you will
probably read an annual
report. The information
found there establishes a
company's image and discloses financial information
on profits and losses. It is the
single most important document a company puts out. It
could mean the jump on a
competitor for a job by being
lmowledgeable about a corporation. ·
So, where do you find one?
The local libraries in metropolitan cities should have the
leading companies from the
local area plus national ones.
Ifnot, write for one in the care

•

of the company's financial,
officers getting names and
addresses from the library.
Once you have' the report,
"start at the back," says Jane
Bryant Quinn, columnist for
N€wsweek and the author of
Everyone's Money Talks.
Quinn says this is where you
will find out whether or not
the company has conformed
to "generally accepted accounting principles... The
words, "subject to" leaves
doubt about the company's
financial position.
While in the back, checkout the footnotes for explanations about profits and
losses. Up front, the letter
from the chairman does this,

but watch out for the double liabilities (what the company
talk that starts with "despite owes). The debts to be paid in
the ... ,.. "except for... " That one year out ofcurrent assets
can be a disguise for prob- are current liabilities. The
lems that they do not want difference the two is working
known. Also, the statement capital. This is a key factor
should give some insight as and should go up from one
to the company's future report to another. If not, it
based on economic and po- could mean the company is
litical trends.
heading for trouble.
Another important point
Other areas of growth:
to look to for is what manage- stockholders' equity-the difment is doing about competi- ference between total assets
tion and their projected and liabilities; long-term
plans for the new year.
debt-can or cannot be a
Now look at the balance problem (depends if comsheet-left side lists assets pany is growing or leveling
(what the company owns). out); income statement-how
Whatever can be quickly much money the company
turned into cash is current
assets. On the right side is SEE REPORTS PAGE 5

The Orlando Science Center's
John Young Planetarium will be
presenting Yes in their ongoing
cosmic concert series. Show
times for Yes will be 9 p. m. Friday
and Saturday nights. Also, following the 10 p.m. presentation,
there will be a U2 cosmic concert
at 11 p.m. The Yes light show will
run through Feb. 27. Admission
is $4 per person per show. The
Planetarium is located in the
0 rlando Science Center at 810 E.
Rollins St in Orlando.

• HEARTLECTIJRE
The Florida Heart Institute will
feature Sir Brian G. BarrattBoyles, chief surgeon at the cardiothoric surgical unit at Green
Lane Hospital located in Auckland, New z.ealand. Dr. BarrattBoyles will be speaking on Aortic
Homogafts. The Heart lnstitute
is located at 600 E. Rollins, Suite
101. For more information call
897-1575.

•GALLERY
Painter Robert Natkin will gtve a
gallery talk at the Atlantic Center
for the Arts on Jan. 17 at 3 p.m.
The talk ts free of charge and is
open to the public, but reservations are requested due to 11.mited space. The exhibition will be
on display until Feb. 25. Gallery
hours are 9 p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and 2 p.m. to
5 p.m. on Sundays. For more information or for reservations call
(904) 427-6975.

•YES
Yes will be perfonning a second
show on Jan. 23 at the Tampa
Stadium 1n Tampa. Tickets are
still available at all Select-A-Seat
locations and also at the Tampa
Stadium Box Office.

•WRITERS SERIES
Janusz Glowacki, a Polish playwright, will be giving a reading on
someofh1sworkonJan. 15atl2
noon in the Board of Regents
room in the Administration
Building at UCF. Attendance is
open to the public and is free of
charge.

~~~
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popular remake of ·nancin'
in the Streets' back in 1986.
Bowie also left his mark in
tion of a single stage appear- 1987 by completing one of
ance with Robert Cray and the most successful stadium
Eric Clapton. Despite tours to-date . Apparently the
Richards and Mick Jagger's break from touring did Bowie
highly publicized differences a world of good.
of opinions. Jagger was able
Pink Floyd also made a
to lay out some fairly decent spectacular comeback to the
tracks in his solo efforts. music world, minus ex-bass
Keith should have seen all player Roger Waters. Selling
this coming when Jagger out the performance in
collaborated with David Tampa and Miami even beBowie on the extremely fore the album, ·A Momen-

MUSIC FROM PAGE 1

•

•

Aioto courtay of MCA

tary Lapse of Reason' was .
released did the'band a world
of good. Waters, however
wasn't as successful on his
tour as his former bandmates.
Unfortunately, many 60s
and early 70s bands did not
have as strong a comeback.
Bad Company ended up
having to cancel their '87
tour because Ritchie
Blackmore broke a finger.
The tour was never rescheduled due to the lack of demand. The newly reformed
Lynard Skynard was not as
successful on tour as anticipated either. One bright
spot, however, was the comeback of t he Grateful Dead
who released a very solid
album followed by a highly
s uccessful tour promoting
th is endeavor.
So with all this upheaval in
198 7. what can we expect in
1988? Well, expect the unex. pected. When several artist
were asked about their 1988
New Year's Resolutions,
· what they hoped t o accomplish most ill 1988. their
answers ranged from serious
career goals to personal accomplishments to hilarious
impossibilities. Here's a list
of some of the 1988 New
Year's Resolutions by some
of the top recording artists:
Ratt: Warren DeMartini:
~e hope to do a little Jaunt
around the United States
before returning to the studio
to record our next album ...
Belinda Carlisle: '"Try not
to buy anymore animals."
Tiffany: ..Because of my

schedule demands in 1988, I material and to keep rockin'
want to commit myself to in 1988.
better fitness and nutrition.
Alice Cooper: "To find a
And I would really like to splatter movie I haven't seen
grow natural, long nails ...
yet."
Breakfast Club: To beStephanie Mills: -ro concome masters of space, time
tinue basing myself on a
and dimension.
Lynyrd Skynard: Gary system of values inspired by
Rossington: .. To work out. a well balanced mind, body
work less and cut two hit and spirit."
Ready for the World: To do
records."
Night Ranger: To write unto others as you would
great songs, record more new have others do unto you.

Want to make a difference at UCF?
Sudent Governent would
like your input and ideas.
Student Government Positions
Available

Student Government ·1s funded through the Activities & SeNlces Fees, as allocated by the Student
Government of The University of Central Florida .

•
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REVIEW FROM PAGE 2
own."

"Heart Turns to Stone" is a very moving
song and a great inspirational look at the
·Other side of a broken relationsl)tp.
The second song on the album, entitled
·can't Wait." starts slowly like a ballad, but
suddenly breaks hard into the chorus. It is
also about love and ts more of a personal
commitment to a girl: ..And the rughts go on
forever/ These days I get no sleep/ And I miss
her more than everI Inside where love runs
deep."
"'I Don't Want to Live Without You" is one
of two possilile hit ballads on this album.
This one is not quite as catchy as •0ut of the
Blue, "but. stlll in all, It is good song.
•0ut of the £Jl!:1~" !S-~ong th~ Foretgn~r

classics that compares to "I've been Waiting
for a Girl Like You."
This one is about love just popping into
your life when you least expect it. The lyrics
are not great but the melody and the concept
cany the song.
"I. feel love around me I And the feeling
grows/ As your love surrounds me/ How was
I to knowI That straight out out of nowhere/
You'd come to me/ Out of the blue."
The major difference between this release
and Agent Provocateur is the production.
Agent had a flat, hard, and constant drum
beat. Inside Infonnatton lays off the heavy
drums and relies more on the elements.
This album is sure success and ts good
one for your catalog. Now is the perfect time
to buy it too, since there isn't anything else
out there to buy.

There's an epidemic
with 27 million victims.
And no visible symptoms.
It's an epidemic of people who can't read.

Join the fight against illiteracy by calling toll-free
1-800-228-88B.

HOLD ON!
Sometimes life Is
just a matter of
holding on Consider the
mighty Oak Tree -

H was once Just
aUny acorn

that HELD ON!

nn

Volunteer Against Illiteracy.
The only degree you need
is a degree of caring.

o

~~ C~alition for Literacy

~)

Exporting automation and assembly equipment to Singapor
shouldn't be foreign to you. Exporting means business.
~. ~fJ/.' ~\-...., lnaeased sales for your automation slings. material
·
kef /
handling and manufactu?ng aids all over the ~
~)
i\ (~ world. Call U.S. and Foreign Commercial
1
1{ Service. 1-800-343-4300* Operator 199.
~s ~0
Ol?
'In Alaska call 1·800·Hl-1000
_

· /{'

'r /)

nn 11--f\
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Looking for a job? Then
look at our outfit. When
you put on the Domino's
Pizza store uniform, you
stand our in a crowd.

Domino's Pizza, the
world's largest delivery
company, is now hiring
Managers-In-training,
delivery drivers and
phone personnel. Earn
great money and put
yourself in a position to
advance within the
Domino's Pizza system.
Call now for specific
employment
information and you too
can dress for success.

Call us.
249-1770
12213 University Blvd .

Haun:
11AM-1AM Sun.-Thurs.
11AM-2AM Frl & Sal

01987 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Coofetti,January 14, 1988,S

35mm

Ideal for use in
Canon, Nikon,
Minolta, Konica, .
Olympus, Pentax ... any 35 mm
camera including
the new autofocus
cameras.

CG@Il@ IT
Prints and
Slides
-from
the
same roll

•

•

sales are up to par, then the
company can meet its debts
and at the same time, promade or lost during the year: duce profits for its shareand net earnings per share- holders. However, tf sales are
this is where the footnote in- plummet, so may the comformation is helpful bytelling pany tf it can't handle the
you how tt happened and high ratios.
what may occur next year.
Next, check out net sales.
Last but not least, this
Are they going up faster than information will not .do you
before? Is inflation included any good tf it is not compared
in the sales figures? Are sales to· something, namely the
down, and if so, is the com- company's previous annual
pany selling out due to reports. Look to see if things
losses? In order to study the are better or worse, taking
company's debt and find the into consideration a recesdebt-to-equity ratio, divide sion-before and afterwards.
long-term liabilities by stock- Don't forget to see what the
holders equity. When the debt-to-equity is this time.
ratio is high, so is the com- Then make you r decision. if
pany on borrowing, which you even want to work for the
may or may not be good. If company.

PAPERS FROM PAGE 2

Seattle FtlmWorks has adapted Kodak's professional Motion Picture film for use
in your 35 mm camera. Now you can use the same film - with the same fine
grain and rich color saturation - Hollywood's top studios demand. Its wide
exposure latitude is perfect for everyday shots. You can capture special effects,
too. Shoot it in bright or low light - at up to 1200 ASA What's more, it's economical. And remember, Seattle FihnWorks lets you choose prints or slides, or
both. from the same roll.
Tiy this remarkable film 1.odayf
"I have never seen better pictures. And I have been taking pt.ciures for many, many
years. Am 100% sold!"

JusitnBuckley
Panama City Beach, FL

--------··············-------Introductory Offer =

=FREE

I D RUSH me two 2- - exposure rolls of Kodak MP film for my 35 mm camera.

I
I

I'd I
like a 2 - roll starter pack including Eastman 524 7® and 5294®. Enclosed is I
$2 for postage and handling. lOOOA> Satisfaction Guaranteed.
I

:

I NAME

I

= ~~~

I CflY
STATE
Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks
·1
500 Third Avenue West, P.O.
I
Seattle. WA 98124

,I
I
•

ZIP

I

·
2181 [ ~]I
Box 34056~
I
Loal& (« 1.hl. .ymhol whn\ you ohop by mall.

Kodak. 524 7 and 5294 are trademarks of Eastman Kodak Co. Seattle f'\lmWorlu i. wholly acparale from the manufacturer. P1-oceu ECN·
•
Il at Seattle f'tl mWork.e with limited a llablllty !Tom other labe.C 1967 StW .

If you need help doing your taxes, call or visit your local

IRS office ASAP. And make your taxes less taxing.

Make yourtaxes less taxing.
Do them ASAP.

I
I

-----·-········---------------

CINEMA
12255 U N I V E R S I T V
ACROSS FROM
277-1454

3 MEN & A BABY· PG
at 2:10-4:10-6:10-8: 10-10:10

RENT ACOP • R
at 2: 15-4:15-6:15-8: 15-10:15

THE COUCH TRIP - R
at 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00
EDDIE MURPHY RAW - R
Mon-Fri at 2:05-4:05·~~: 05-10:05
Sat&. SUn at 6: ~: ~ 10:05

THROW MOMMA FROM
THE TRAIN - PG-13
at 2:00 & 4:00

WALL STREET - R
at 2:30-5:00-7:30-9:55

WE ALWAYS
NEED LEADERS

IS

OPEN

'
•

1014.5 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 3 .2 817
(Co r ner of Dean Rd. + Univers ity)

679-58~0 .
(PROPER l.D. REQUIRED)

CAPT DANA WILLIS

305-2 75-2264

-----·
-· -- .;: :;: . ==--

=...=..=....=.= -

----~~----...

:·~-=-~·~.._,,;;;·....... ~=---·-!->

_I: : : : : : : : : : : : : :.:.:.
.:.

,,
-~-·

~-~$~_:

leadership F.x:elleoce Starts Here
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Donate Blood ·
Gi.v e the Real You!

"The best military comedy since M*A *S*H*."

TIME MAGAZINE, Richard SchiekeJ

In 1986, military D.J. Adrian Cronauer was sent to Vietnam to build morale.
His strategy: keep 'em laughing. His problem: staying out of trouble.
The wrong man. In the wrong place. At the right time.

R 0 ·B I N

WILLIAMS

Calling a/,l CT's

!

''Absolutely, this is the best job I ever could have
found during my Christmas break. Not only am I
making more than some of my friends, but I also get
to meet and work with people my own age."

r
I

·JOBS AVAILABLE NOW!
If you have worked as a CT at Walt Disney World
Resort in the past and would like to work again this
season for $4.65 per hour, call us:
Magic Kingdom Employee _ _ _ _ (305) 824-5552
Epcot Center Employee
(305) 827-7878
Walt Disney World Shopping Village
and Resort Hotels
(305) 824-3965
If you would like to join our family of CT's,
openings are now available in
• Food Service
• Attractions • Transportation
• Merchandise
• Lifeguards • Custodial
•Housekeeping • Tickets
If you're at least 16 with housing, transportation and
a Social Security Card, stop by the Walt Disney World
Employment Center to see how our openings can
match your determinaton and know-how.
Directions: Exit I-4 at SR 535 , take 535 north to the
second traffic light. Turn left, go six miles and follow
the signs to the Employment Center. Hour : MondayFriday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Walt fV]isney World@

ABARRY LEVINSON FILM
TOUCHSTONE PICTURES "'-11111-1M11 SILVER SCREEN PARTNERS ID AROLLINS. MORRAui1 BREZNER l'lotx1al
ABARRY LEVINSON Na ROBIN WILLIAMS ''GOOD MORNING, VOONAM" r.o.l'!Gd.oldl1 BEN MOSES
,,_"' MITCH MARKOWITZ ,,... bf MARK JOHNSON t LARRY BREZNER D*'411J BARBY LEVINSON
fYil:-'~sno1c~D-~-~d

11-w-.

~·~r.. ~

II<

111.Wi.n

~ TOUC HSTO

-

E

r lCTURES
OlllSlfialaal'lm!rtl

STARTS FRIDAY, JANUARY 15 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

Proof of employmen l ehg1b1 l tly and 1den111y requ ired .
Equal Opportunity Employer
°'""'-'Y~

!'l87The

:'!~...

.. ..

··-·

•..

··-..:~

,~

~

PLEASE!

i
;:

IIDWJ(C~~r;;

W(Q)UJlill
~~~'lrIID~Il/Ir

ARENT
YOU
WORTH
IT?

Make the
responsible
choice.
Drinking and getting behind the wheel risks your
life and the lives of others
on the road. Driving in
Florida is a privilege, not a
right. Enjoy it responsibly.

Al03
Art and reason
When Mark and I dccid d t pend
rhc w ckcnd at hi m thcr h u c,
I nev r imagined I w uld
walking
int am u c' nightm re. There w r
t e\'erv wher .
at plaques cat tatue cat cl ks
even a cat mat. I couldn t begin t duplicate her collecti n fkitty litter ifl pent
a yca_r at a garage sale. C n pi uously
ab cnt, h wever, wa a real cat. trange
I thought, and began to fear that a
weekend with cat woman could be a
lot le than pu rr-fect.
But then he came home and
Mark introduced h r. She wa
d re ed surprisingly wel 1-no
leopard pants. In fact you
could say she was the cat' me w,
but rn rather not.
She oftered m a cup of Dutch Chocolate Mint. Now that was something
I could relate to. Then she brought it
out in the most beautiful, distinctly
unfelinc china Itl ever seen. As we
sipped, I found out that Mrs. Campbell
has my same weakness for chocolate
loves the theater as much as I do~ but,
incredibl~ never saw '~Cats." So Mark
and I arc taking her next month.
1

Sponsored by Yellow Cab Company,
A Member of
Mears Transp0rtation Group

$ 5.00 . cif Kiosk

Qi

GENERAL
FOOOS

© l')Htl Gener:< I Fo<>tb Cor p.
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Pananta Jack
SUN TAN PRODUCTS

Work poolside at some of Central Florida's finest resort
hotels implementing activities programs and representing Panama Jack tanning products. We're looking for
energetic & outgoing people that enjoy working in the
sun! For further info, call days: 345-8944; evenings
849-7871. Leave name & phone number.

..

Why Not~ These Alternativear

•

1.

(~)
~

Ill

MJNER,\L ·WATER

ILRGLHnI!

•
YOUR BEST DEFENSE AGAINST
THEALCOHO~ OR DRUG IMPAIRED
DRIVER ...

OUR HOT FRESH

PIZZA MAKES

On weekends between 7:00 pm and 3:00 am,
in some parts of the country, IO percent
of au drivers are legally impaired or drunk.

THESEDEAlS
WINNERS.

Your Safety Belt is your best defense against
the alcohol or drug impaired driver.

BUCKLE UPI
This~ Is sponwnd oy che ~ C<>*lon for Auto~ NDY< Inc. air SQr.r ~ Symm d
~~ C~ ~ Systtrl\. che CMT¥MNcoholMld Drug~ l'nfect. itld IW:OU dlilP(m

The CLAST... will you pass?

·

Get help with
Getting Ready for the CLAST
Reading. Writing, Essay, Mathematics
The 1987 edition Includes Instruction and sample tests created
using the latest state ClAST specifications. You'll discover where
you need help and you'll get the help you need.
·~
Ask for It at your bookstore.

Call Domino's Pizza® Now and
Take Advantage of These Great Offers!
Serving University of
Central Florida:

249-1770
12213 University Blvd.

:

~

:

A large 2 or more
topping pizza.

:
:

:mm®
•
I
I

1
1
ii

Two medium 12"
cheese pizzas. Each
extra topping just
$1.28 for both
pizzas. {Tax not
included.)

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with
any other coupen or otter. Prices may vary.
Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited
delivery areas Drivers carry less than $20.
©1988 Domi~o·s Pizza. Inc.

Order a delicious
16" large pizza
with TWO or more
toppings and get
$2.000FFI

..

Valid at participating stores only: Not valid with
any other coupon or offer. Prices may vary.
Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited
delivery areas. Drivers carry less than $20.
© 1988 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

................. ._ _____________
I
I

A large 3 or more
topping pizza.

.

I

I

:am

..

r-~-~----------. . .
..
:
$3.00 OFF!
I
I

·.·

2 Medium
Cheese Pizzas
for $8.88!

H&H Publishing Company, Inc.

Hours:
11AM-1AM Sun.·Thurs.
11AM-2AM Fri. & Sat

f~~~------------.,
I

.J.:..

II']
~

I

Order a delicious
16" large pizza with
THREE or more
® toppings and get
$3.000FFI

~~~dof~~ra~~31g~~1~~ ~lr:~~~~~s ~~1Yv;~1~.w1th
Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited
delivery areas. Drivers carry less than $20.
©1988 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

L ••••••••••••• ..I

11476/3834

FQr Information, Call Fr. Bob
(281-5335) or Robert (275-4235)
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· Looking for Something different?
by Logan Belle and Dave

Schlenker

·

Well, we've started a new
semester. I hope'you all are
having a really interesting
time so far. I'm sure most of
you are still recovering from
the add-drop lines. So am I,
to be honest.
Oh, I just remembered,
you don't know who I am.
Well, let me in:troduce myself. My name is Logan Belle
and rm taking over.the reins
as Confetti editor from Sensational Cindy Cowen. I have
many interesting ideas and
suprises comming up in 'future' issues (pun intended).

I hope you'll be patient and
bear with me as I settle into
this position. If any of you out
there care to write articles for
the Confetti section, stop by
the Central Florida Future
offices and ask for me. I'd be
more than happy to sit down
and talk to you. This is going
to be a fun semester. I can
just feel it in my bones. I can
taste
it!
I
CAN
FEEEEELLLTHE POWER!
I... Whoops. I sort oflost control. Anyway, helping
through the duties of editing
this section is Dave Schlenker. I'll let him step in and
say a few words.
Thaaaanks Logan. I, un-

--------------·---.

·«" SUNGLASSES

GIVE THE REAL YOU ...
Give Blood

Women of UCF
1988 Calendar
Available at the Bookstore

"You're what?!"

SMOKEY
BEAR
SAYS ...

MOLLY RINGWALD
RANDALL BATINKOFF

~'Fu.Keem"
It's about sticking around, no ma,tter what.

DON'T
·PLAY
WITH
·.MATCHES!

.:

.
,fif
. I
like Logan, have absolutely
Cent.11,w,. give you FREE, one pair _ I
II 20/20 Eyecare
no ideas or surprises in store
of s.v. plastic prescripfion sunglasses when you
I
for the coming issues. Basi:
.
purchase
your
regular
pair
of
~complete
eyeI
cally, I'm a burden on the
glasses or contact lenses.
shoulders of society and Don
I Eye examinations -on the premesls or bring your prescription. 1
only hired me because I
I
Order must be accompanied by COUPON & STUDENT l.D.
1
showed up at the steps of the
I
Not valld with other coupons or discounts
I
Future office thinking that it
Not valid on prior orders
·
was a shelter for the homeI
Includes solid color tint
I
less. Everybody on the staff
I
Choose from selected frames - No SUbst1tutes
I
was sooooo nice to me that I
University Park Plaza (near X-TRA)
1
1
just wanted to stick around.
411 S. Semoran Blvd. Winter Park
I
Okay, the truth ls ... I, too,
1
am looking forward to a great
L--~~~~~-~~~t_;j~~~---~
year and feel that I have some
huge shoes to fill as Alain 1------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Levt previously occupied the
space that my outlandishly
silly name nows fills. Welcome back I

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• •
• ••
• ••
•• •
••
•
• •
• ••
•
•
•• ••
•••
•
••• •
••
•
•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
~
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.TRI-STAR PICTURES PRESENTS AJERRY BELSON PRODUCTION
AJOHN G. AVILDSEN FILM MOLLY RINGWALD
"FOR KEEPS" RANDALL BATINKOFF KENNETH MARS MUSIC BY BILL CONTI EDITOR JOHN G. AVILDSEN

:k~~~:~!!:~~l:i~~~~~:Ji::B~~~;~LTER'~~ ~
• •

© 1987111-ST.U m:nJUS, INC.

AUIJGIITSIESOVED.

STARTS FRIDAY AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU

"

I

/

•

•
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TERLECKLY

•

FROM PAGE 20

rea-rnf~~~roo~~~~r~r~ff~1
•

I
I

.

11490 E. COLONIAL DR.. UNION PARK
273-4640 •OPEN TUES - SAT 3pm -9pm

:

I
I

• Model Composites
, :
1
• Wedding Photos
1
I
• Portraits
I
. . . - _..
L-------------------~
....

~

,_ ..
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"I'm just glad to be a part of
it. In a couple of years I think
UCF basketball will be successful and I will be able to look
back and say I was a part ofit."
Knight is also glad to have
her, even ifit is only for a year.

·'

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
..

I can," said Terlecky. "I try to
help the newcomers along.

Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.

"When you want the definition of a hustler, Anita Terlecky is it," said Knight. "She
has tremendous determination and desire. I wish I could
have her for another year."

Joe Weirllfein/CENrAAL FLORIDA Fl./MlE

Terlecky is leading UCF in four statistical categories.

Lady Knights to face nation's finest
by Andy Peterson
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Choir Rehearsal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841
WELCOME

The UCF Lady Knights basketball team will
face the nation's third leading scorer and ninth
leading rebounder in their next two games this
week.
University of South Florida junior center
Wanda Guyton is pulling down rebounds at an
average of 12.8 per game. Guyton, who stands
at 6-2, is also averaging 19.9 points per game,
tops on the Lady Bulls squad. USF (6-5) lost
Saturday to Old Dominion, 82-66. UCF faces
the Lady Bulls today at the UCF gym at 5:45
p.m.
Saturday, the Lady Knights will host
Cheyney University. The Lady Wolves are led
by sophomore Wanda Williams, who averages
27 .5 points per game, good for third in the latest
NCAA statistics. Williams, a transfer from

George Mason, is also averaging 8.5 rebounds
per game. Cheyney, 4-8, will face BethuneCookman College today in Daytona Beach before the game with UCF.
Lady Knight guard Anita Terlecky is still
leading UCF in four statistical categories. The
senior from Woodridge, Ill., is averaging 16.2
points per game, 7.4 rebounds per game, 3.9
assists and has 35 steals.
Senior forward Marni Schmidt is leading
UCF in free throw percentage, connecting on 24
of 32 foul shots (. 750). Schmidt also leads the
Lady Knights with six blocked shots.
Deirdre Williams, a sophomore, is leading
the Lady Knights in field goal percentage. Williams is making 49 percent of her shots from the
floor.
The men's squad will take to the floor against
Maryland-Baltimore County after the· Lady
Knights' game with USF. Grune time i~p.m.

LADY KNIGHTS

KNIGHTS

CHEYNEY STATE

ST. FRANCIS

Saturday • _
UCF Gym
5:45 PM

Saturday • UCF Gym
8:00 PM

. vs.

. vs .

'

Sports111••••111:c11t1i•111rml11111111•11r11111••••1111E11FA
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B-ball Knights continue
down long road of losing

··

·

"We went out with a lot of intensity and
patience, " said Jaguar coach Ronnie Arrow.
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
"We didn't play as strong in the second half
because it's hard to concentrate when you get a
Phil Carter spoke bluntly, but he never lost big lead."
USA, which beat UCF,101-69, last year in
his smile.
"In eight minutes it was a twenty-point Alabama, led 49-29 at the break, largely begame," said the UCF head basketball coach, cause of its edge in field goal percentage. The
most matter-of-factly. "When all the puppets Jaguars shot a blistering 65.6 percent comhave broken legs, it doesn't make for a good pared to the Knights' dismal 37.9.
UCF did manage to find a few positives in the
season."
Now safely tucked away in reserve is game. Center Ben Morton, who scored 21 points
Monday's 99-72 defeat at the hands of the in the team's 101-67 loss to Florida State two
University of South Alabama. It brings the list weeks ago in the Red Lobster Classic, continued
of losses to 10 in a season characterized by to play well since becoming eligible at the end of
last semester. He led the Knights both in points
nagging irregularities.
UCF (1-10) scored off the opening tip on a- (18) and minutes played (31).
Crawford, contributed 13 pain ts and a gamepass from Fred Crawford to Bob Blackwood to
take a 2-0 advantage, but USA's Terrance high 10 rebounds, keeping alive his streak of
Broadnick answered with a 3-pointer to give leading the Knights in either scoring or rethe Jaguars (6-6) a lead they never relin- bounding in each of the 11 games this year.
Despite UCF's poor record, Carter thinks the
quished.
Preseason All-American guard Jeff Hodge Knights have a chance to improve. "There are
scored at will, finishing with a game-high 24 about three games left that I think are out of our
points despite playing only 27 minutes. At one league (Florida State, Jacksonville and MiNgan "Sonny• Nguyen/CENTRAL FLOROA FUTURE
point of the first half, he was responsible for 14 ami)," he said. "That leaves 12to14 honest opJohn Marini (#44) and the Knights ran into a bUZ2Saw Monday.
portunities to get some results."
of USA's 23 points.
by Poul Owers

Five foul out, only four women
left on floor for basketball loss
by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

J09 Welnsteln/CEMRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Deirdre Williams finished with 10 points Monday.

The Lady Knights basketball team gave it all they had
Monday night and still came
up one short. Literally.
When the fin al buzzer
sounded, only four Lady
Knights stood on the floor. The
other five roster players had
fouled out.
"The bottom line is that we
came up one player, one timeout and one basket short," said
UCF Coach Beverly Knight.
"They fought hard and I can't
ask anymore than what they
gave in the second half."
In a game filled with fouls
(69) and free throws (87), UCF
fell to New South Women's
Athletic Conference foe Georgia State 89-87 in the UCF
Gymnasium.
"We did not play well in the
first half and were making too
many mistakes," sai.d Knight.
"All five players were not playing well fundamentally. We
were dribbling into traps and

with 7:49 remaining.
As the lead seesawed back
and forth over the last few
minutes, foul problems began
to plague UCF. Freshmen
Nina Nunes was the first to
depart with 7:49 left and four
other Knights soon followed.
- Beverly Knight
With only four players and
UCF coach trailing 87-82, UCF still made
it interesting. Asplen's bucket
cut the lead to three with 27
seconds left. Brawley stole the
not meeting the pass."
Just before the half, UCF inbounds pass but Asplen and
was on the verge of being freshman Melissa Crandall
blown out as Georgia State (3- both misfired. Georgia State
10, 1-2) took a 44-28 lead with boosted its lead with two free
3:31 left. However, UCF went throws to make it 89-84 with
on a 15-6 run, climaxed by six seconds left. Asplen conSherry Asplen's 3-pointer with nected on a 3-pointer to make
three seconds left to cut the it89-87, but UCFhadno timehalftime lead to seven at 50- outs left as time expired.
"Anyone who saw the game
43.
"The 3-pointer definitely can't be disappointed," said
gave us a boost," said Knight. Knight. "The determination
"We saw that we could beat and desire on court is there
them because even though we and the wins will come."
weren't playing well, we were
Terlecky led UCF with a
still in the game."
career high 30 points and
Trailing 66-59 in the second Kemmer added 15. Deirdre
half, UCF out-scored Georgia Williams and Asplen each had
State 14-3 to take a 73-69 lead 10 points.

"The bottom line is
that we came up
one player, one
timeout and one
basket short. u

UCF's Terlecky is an exception to the unwritten rule
Chris Brody
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

It is an unwritten, but widely accepted, rule of the
game of basketball. ·
Unless you are tall and can jump, you are not
. supposed to be a great rebounder.Not in higher levels
of basketball, anyway.
UCF senior guard Anita Terlecky is an exception
to the rule. At 5 feet 8 inches, she leads the women's
team in rebounds, averaging 7.4 a game.
Her secret? Fundamentals.
"I just box out," she explains. "If you get position
you don't have to be very tall."
Rebounding i~ not the only thing she can do. After
nine game~, Terlecky also leads the Lady Knights in
scoring (16.2), assists (34) and steals (35).
"Anita is our most versatile player," said Head

Coach Beverly Knight.
"She is a super athlete and
a fine Division 1 player."
On Monday, Terlecky
turned in a 30 point:i-o
rebound and six steal performance against Georgia
State. A week earlier in
the UCF Holiday Classic,
Terlecky was named to
the all-tournament team.
Terlecky,
from
ANITA TERLECKY
Woodridge, Ill., came to
UCF last year after a two year stint a~uPage
Community College. As a forward, Terlecky made the
second team all-conference averaging 12 points and
12 rebounds a game. She also helped lead her team to
the national tournament where it made the Final 16.
"It was at the national tournament where Coach .

Little (previous UCF coach) recruited me," said
Terlecky. "I'm very pleased with my decision to come
here, especially with this year."
When Terlecky came to UCF, she had to change
positions since Division 1 players w.ere bigger. Her
rebounding ability would assumably be neutralized.
Still, as a spot starter last year she averaged 4. 7
rebounds a game along with 7.5 points.
"Since I was changing to guard, I had to work on
my ball handling and outside shooting," said Terlecky.
Terlecky and sophomore guard Kacie Kemmer
were the only returning players from last year. A new
coach, Knight, also came into the picture. But nothing has phased Terlecky, including being a senior on
a team rebuilding with young newcomers.
"My goal is to have a .500 record and play the best
SEE TERLECKY PAGE 19

